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Abstract

We define an algebra of ternary relations for cyclic or-
dering of 2D orientations. The algebra (1) is a refine-
ment of the CYCORD theory; (2) contains 24 atomic
relations, hence 224 general relations, of which the
usual CYCORD relation is a particular relation; and
(3) is NP-complete, which is not surprising since the
CYCORD theory is. We then provide: (1) a constraint
propagation algorithm for the algebra, which we show
is polynomial, and complete for a subclass including
all atomic relations; (2) a proof that another subclass,
expressing only information on parallel orientations, is
NP-complete; and (3) a solution search algorithm for 
general problem expressed in the algebra.

Introduction

Qualitative spatial reasoning (QSI%) has become 
important and challenging research area of Artificial
Intelligence. An important aspect of it is topologi-
cal reasoning (e.g. (Cohn 1997)). However, 
applications (e.g., robot navigation (Levitt ~ Law-
ton 1990), reasoning about shape (Schlieder 1994))
require the representation and processing of orienta-
tion knowledge. A variety of approaches to this have
been proposed: the CYCORD theory (Megiddo 1976;
l~Shrig 1994; 1997), Frank’s (1992) and Herndndez’s
(1991) sector models and Schlieder’s (1993) represen-
tation of a panorama.

In real applications, CYCO13.Ds may not be expres-
sive enough. For instance, one may want to represent
information such as "objects A, B and C are such that
B is to the left of A; and C is to the left of both A and
B, or to the right of both A and B", which is not rep-
resentable in the CYCOI~D theory. This explains the
need for refining the theory, which is what we propose
in the paper. Before providing the refinement, which
is an algebra of ternary relations, we shall define an al-
gebra of binary relations which is much less expressive
(it cannot represent the CYCORD relation). Among
other things, we shall provide a composition table for
the algebra of binary relations. One reason for doing
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this first is that it will then become easy to understand
how the relations of the refinement are obtained.

We first provide some background on the CYCOl~D
theory; then the two algebras. Next, we consider CSPs
on cyclic ordering of 2D orientations. We then provide
(1) a constraint propagation algorithm for the algebra
of ternary relations, which we show is polynomial, and
complete for a subclass including all atomic relations;
(2) a proof that another subclass, expressing only in-
formation on parallel orientations, is NP-complete; and
(3) a solution search algorithm for a general problem
expressed in the algebra. Before summarising, we shall
discuss some related work.

CYCORDs

Given a circle centred at O, there is a natural isomor-
phism from the set of 2D orientations to the set of points
of the circle: the image of orientation X is the point
Px such that the orientation of the directed straight
line (OPx) is X. A CYCORD X-Y-Z represents the
information that the images Px, PY, Pz of orientations
X,Y, Z, respectively, are distinct and encountered in
that order when the circle is scanned clockwise starting
from Px.

We now provide a brief background on the CY-
COl~D theory, taken from (Megiddo 1976; 13.Shrig 1994;
1997). We consider a set S = {X0,...,Xn}:

Two linear orders (X{0,... , X{,) and (Xjo,... , Xj,)
on S are called cyclically equivalent if: 3mVk(jk 
(ik + m)mod(n 1)). A to tal cy clic or der onS i s 
equivalence class of linear orders on S modulo cyclic
equivalence; X{o-...-Xi, denotes the equivalence class
containing (Xi0, ¯ .., Xi.). A closed partial cyclic order
on S is a set T of cyclically ordered triples such that:

(1) X-Y-Z E T =~ X =fl Y (irre]lexivity)
(2) X-Y-Z E T =~ Z-Y-X q~ T (asy~nmetry)
(3) {X-Y-Z, X-Z-W} C. T =~ X-Y-W E T (transitivity)
(4) X-Y-Z ~ T =¢. Z-Y-X E T (closure)
(5) X-Y-Z E T =~ Y-Z-X E T (rotation)

The algebra of binary relations

The algebra is very similar to Allen’s (1983) temporal
interval algebra. We describe briefly its relations and
its three operations.

Given an orientation X of the plane, another orienta-
tion Y can form with X one of the following qualitative
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configurations: (1) Y is equal to X (the angle (X, Y) 
equal to 0); (2) Y is to the left of X (the angle (X, 
belongs to (0, rr)); (3) Y is opposite to X (the 
(X,Y) is equal to zr); (4) Y is to the right of X (the
angle (X,Y) belongs to (Tr,2zr)). The configurations,
which we denote by (Y e X), (Y l X), (Y and (
r X), respectively, are Jointly Exaustive and Pairwise
Disjoint (JEPD): given any two 2D orientations, they
stand in one and only one of the configurations.

The algebra contains four atomic relations: e, l, o, r.
A (general) relation is any subset of the set BIN of all
four atomic relations (when a relation is a singleton set
(atomic), we omit the braces in its representation). 
relation B = {bl,..., bn), n < 4, between orientations
X and Y, written (Y B X), is to be interpreted 
(YblX) V . . . V (Zb, 

The converse of an atomic relation b is the atomic re-
lation b- such that: VX, Y ((Y b X)- (X v ] I)). The
converse BY of a general relation B is the union of the
converses of its atomic relations: B~ = [.JbcB{b~}.

The intersection of two relations B1 and B2 is the
relation B consisting of the set-theoretic intersection of
B1 and B~: B = B1 f-I B2.

The composition of two relations B1 and /32, writ-
ten /31 ®2 B2, is the strongest relation B such that:
VX, Y, Z((YBIX) (ZB~Y) ~ (ZBX)).

The following tables give the converse b~ of an
atomic relation b (left), and the composition for atomic

1®211~ll Iolr I

relations (right): ~ ]~ [];] ~l,o,,} [°]~,,,d ]
o o r e Ir

Given three atomic binary relations bl,b2, ba, we
define the induced ternary relation blb2b3 as follows
(see Figure l(Top)(I)): VX, Y,Z(blb2b3(X,Y,Z) 
(YblX) A (Zb2Y) A (ZbaX)). The composition ta-
ble above has 12 entries consisting of atomic relations,
the remMning four consisting of three-atom relations.
Therefore any three 2D orientations stand in one of the
following 24 JEPD configurations: eee, ell, coo, err, lel,
lll, llo, Ur, lot, lre, lrl, lrr, oeo, olr, ooe, orl, reb rle,
rll, rb3 rol, rrl, rro, rrr.
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Figure 1: Illustrations.

Refining the CYCORD theory: The
algebra of ternary relations

The algebra of binary relations introduced above can-
not represent a CYCORD. However, if we use what we

have cMled an "induced ternary relation", we can eas-
ily define an algebra of ternary relations of which the
CYCORD relation will be a particular relation.

Definition 1 (the relations) An atomic ternary re-
lation is any of the 2~ JEPD configurations a
triple of 21) orientations can stand in. We de-
note by TER the set of all atomic ternary relations:
TER = { eee, ell, coo, err, lel, lll, llo, llr, lot, lre, Irl, lrr,
oeo, olr, ooe, orl, rer, rle, rll, rlr, rol, rrl, fro, rrr}. A
(general) ternary relation is any subset T of TER:
VX, Y, Z(T(X, Y, Z) -- VteT t(X, Y, 

As an example, a CYCOR.D X-Y-Z can be represented
by the relation CR = {lrl, orl, rU, 7vl, rrl, rro, rrr} (see
Figure l(Bottom)): YZ, Y, Z(X-Y-Z - CR(X, Y, Z)).

Definition 2 (the operations) The converse of an
atomic ternary relation t is the atomic ternary rela-
tion t~ such that: VX, !1, Z(t(X,Y,Z) - tv (X, Z, 
The converse T~ of a general ternary relation T is
T~ = UteT{t~}.

The rotation of an atomic ternary relation t is the
atomic ternary relation t~ such that:
VX, Y,Z(t(X,Y,Z) - t~(Y,Z,X)). The rotation 
of a general ternary relation T is T~ = UteT{t~}.

The following three tables provide the converse t~
and the rotation t~ of an atomic ternary relation t:

I t It~ It~ I It It~ It~l
eee ~ee eee
ell lre /re
~oo ooe ooe
err rle rle
lel lel err
lll lrl lrr
llo orl lor
llr rrl lit

lot rol olr
lre ell rer
lrl Ill rrr
/rr rll rlr
oeo oeo eoo
olr fro llo
ooe eoo o~o
orl llo fro

rer rat ell
rle err lel
rll lrr lrl
rlr rrr lll
rol lor orl
rrl llr rrl
fro olr rot
rrr rlr rll

The intersection of two ternary relations T1 and T2
is the ternary relation T consisting of the set-theoretic
intersection of T1 and T2: VX,]I, Z(T(X,Y,Z) 
TI(X, Y, Z) A T2(X, )1, 

The composition of two ternary relations T1 and 712,
written 711 ®3 f2, is the most specific ternary relation
T such that: VX, Y, Z, W(TI(X, Y, Z) A Tz(X, Z, 
T(X, Y, W)).

Given four 21) orientations X,Y,Z, W and two
I l !

atomic ternary relations tl = blb2b3 and t2 = blb2b3,
the conjunction tl(X, Y, Z) A t2(X, Z, W) is inconsis-
tent if b3 ~ b~l (see Figure l(Top)(lI)). Stated 
wise, when b3 ~£ bll we have tl ®3 t2 = O. Therefore, in
defining composition for atomic ternary relations, we
have to consider four cases: Case 1:b3 -- b~ = e

e {eee, lre, ooe, rle) and C {eee, ell, coo, err});
Case 2:b3 = b~ = l; Case 3:b3 = b~l = o; Case
~: ba = b~ = r. The corresponding composition ta-
bles are given below (case 1, case 3, case 2 and case 4,
respectively, from top to bottom, left to right). The en-
tries El, E2, E3, E4 stand for the relations {lel, lU, lrl),
{Ur, lot, lrr), {rer, rlr, rrr}, {rU, rol, rrl}, respectively.
If 711 and 712 are general ternary relations: T1 ®3 7"2 =

UtxeT~,t2eT2 tl ®3 t2.

Definition 3 (projection and cross product)
The 1st, 2nd and 3rd projections of a ternary relation T,



which we shall refer to as projl (T), proj2(T), proj3(T),
respectively, are the binary relations projl(T) = {bl 
BINi(3be,bs E BINiblbebs E T)},proje(T) = {be 
BIgi(3bl,bs E BINiblbebs E T)},projs(T) = {b3 
BINI(3b~, b~ E BINIb~b2bs E T)}. The cross product
of three binary relations B1, B2, B3, written B1 x B~ ×
B3, is the ternary relation B1 z B2 x B3 = {blb2b3i(bl 
B1, b2 E B2, b3 E B3)} Cl TER.
I ~ II ee~ I "" I ,oo I ,rr II ®3 II oeo I ol~ I oo~ I o~l I

eee eee ell eoo err eoo coo err eee ell [
Ire Ire I~1 IIo ~2 {[ llo [[ ire [ ~1 [ llo [ ~2 I
ooe oo, orl oeo olr oeo orl olr oor I orr
rle tie E4 fro E3 rro rro /~3 rle ~4

I®~ Ill~l I m lUo I"~ I Io~Its, I m Ilr~ I
ell ell ell coo err err cee ell crr
lel lel Ill IIo IIr Ior Ire lrl Irr
Ill Ill Ill ilo E2 Irr Ire El Irr
Irl Irl E1 IIo IIr llr Ire Irl E2
orl orl orl oeo olr olr ooe orl olr
rll rll E4 rro rrr rrr rle rll E3
rol rol rrl fro rrr rer rle rll rlr
rrl rrl rrl rro ~3 rlr rle E4 rlr

err err eec ell err ell ell coo err
Ilr lit Ire Irl E2 Irl El IIo llr
Ior for Ire Irl Irr lel Ill IIo llr
Irr Irr Ire E1 Irr Ill Ill IIo E2
olr olr ooe orl olr orl orl oeo olr
rcr rer rlc rll rlr rol rrl rro rrr
rlr rlr rle E4 r/r rrl rrl rro E3
rrr rrr rle rll E3 rll E4 rro rrr

CSPs of 2D orientations
A CSP of 2D orientations (henceforth 2D-OCSP) con-
sists of (a) a finite number of variables ranging over
the set 2DO of 2D orientations1; and (b) relations 
cyclic ordering of these variables, standing for the con-
straints of the CSP. A binary (resp. ternary) 2D-OCSP
is a 2D-OCSP of which the constraints are binary (resp.
ternary). We shall refer to binary 2D-OCSPs as BOC-
SPs, and to ternary 2D-OCSPs as TOCSPs.

We now consider a 2D-OCSP P (either binary or
ternary) on n variables X1,.., , Xn.

Remark 1 (normalised 2D-OCSP) If
P is a BOCSP, we assume that for all i, j, at most one
constraint involving )(4 and Xj is specified. The net-
work representation of P is the labelled directed graph
defined as follows: (1) the vertices are the variables 
P; (2) there exists an edge (Xi, Xj), labelled with B, 
and only if a constraint of the form (XjBXi) is speci-
fied. If P is a TOCSP, we assume that for alli, j,k, at
most one constraint involving )(4, Xj, Xk is specified.
Definition 4 (matrix representation) If P is a
BOCSP, it is associated with an n x n-matrix, which we
shall refer to as P for simplicity, and whose elements
will be referred to as Pij,i,j E {1,...,n}. The matrix
P is constructed as follows: (1) Initialise all entries 
P to the universal relation BIN: Pij :: BIN, Vi,j; (2)
Pii :: e,Vi; (3) Vi, j such that P contains a constraint
of the form (Xj B Xi): Pij :: Pij A B; Pji ::Pi)~.

If P is a TOCSP, it is associated with an n × n x n-
matrix, which we shall refer to as P, and whose el-
ements will be referred to as Pijk,i,j,k E {1,...,n}.

IThe set 2DO is isomorphic to the set [0, 2rr).

The matrix P is constructed as follows: (1) Initialise
all entries of P to the universal relation TER: Pijk ::

TER, Vi,j,k; (2) Piii :: eee,Vi; (3) For all i,j,k such
that P contains a constraint of the form T(Xi, Xj, Xk):
P~k := P~k n T;P~k~ :: P;f~;P~k~ := P;fk;P~k :=
P2;~;P~J :: P;g,;P~ :: P:5; (4) For all i,j,i < 
(a)B :: fq~:~proj.(P~k); (b)P.j :: e×B×B;P~j~ ::

:= P,~; (c) Pj~ :: e × B~ × B~;P~j :=

Without loss of generality, we make the assump-
tion that a TOCSP is closed under projection:
Vi, j, k, l(proj~ (Pijk) proj~ (Pij,)).

Definition 5 (Freuder 1982) An instantiation of P 
any n-tuple of [0, 27r)n, representing an assignment of
an orientation value to each variable. A consistent in-
stantiation, or solution, is an instantiation satisfying
all the constraints. A sub-CSP of size k, k < n, is any
restriction of P to k of its variables and the constraints
on the k variables. P is k-consistent if every solution
to every sub-CSP of size k - 1 extends to every k-th
variable; it is strongly k-consistent if it is j-consistent,
for all j <_ k.

1-, 2- and 3-consistency correspond to node-, arc-
and path-consistency, respectively (Mackworth 1977;
Montanari 1974). Strong n-consistency of P corre-
sponds to global consistency (Dechter 1992). Global
consistency facilitates the exhibition of a solution by
backtrack-free search (Freuder 1982).

Remark 2 A BOCSP is strongly 2-consistent. A
TOCSP is strongly 3-consistent.

We now assume that to the plane is associated a ref-
erence system (O, x, y); and refer to the circle centred
at O and of unit radius as Co,1. Given an orientation
z, we denote by rad(z) the radius (O, Pz] of Co,~, ex-
cluding the centre O, such that the orientation of the
directed straight line (OPt) is z. An orientation z can
be assimilated to tad(z).

Definition 6 (sector of a binary relation) The
sector, sect(z, B), determined by an orientation z and
a binary relation B is the sector of circle Co,~, exclud-
ing O, representing the set of orientations z/ related to
z by ,’elation B: sect(z, B) = {rad(z’)lz’ B 

Definition 7 The projection, proj(P), of a TOCSP 
is the BOCSP Pt having the same set of variables and
such that: Vi, j,k,P[j : proj~(Pijk). A ternary rela-
tion, T, is projectable if T = proj~(T) × proj~(T) 
proja(T). A TOCSP is projectable if for all i, j, k, Pij~
is a projectable relation.

Definition 8 Let 13 be a binary relation. The dimen-
sion of B is the dimension of its sector. B is convex
if its sector is a convex part of the plane; it is holed if
(1) it is equal to BIN, or (2) the difference BIN 
is a binary relation of dimension 1 (is equal to e, o or
{e, o}). The subclass of all binary relations which are
either convex or holed will be referred to as BGH.



A ternary ,’elation is {convex, holed} if (1) it is pro-
jectable, and (2) each of its projections belongs to BCH.
The subclass of all { convex, holed} ternary relations will
be referred to as TCH.

Example 1 (the qndian tent’) The ’Indian tent’
consists of a clockwise triangle (ABC), together with
a fourth point D which is to the left of each of the di-
rected lines (AB) and (Be) (see Figure l(Top)(III)).

The knowledge about the ’Indian tent’ can be rep-
resented as a BOCSP on four variables, X1, X=, Xa
and X4, representing the orientations of the directed
lines (AB), (AC), (Be) and (BD), respectively. 
(ABC) being a clockwise triangle, we get a first set 
constraints: {(X2rXl), (X3rXl), (X3rX2)}. From D
being to the left of each of the directed lines (AB) and
(Be), we get {(X4lXl), (X4lX3)}.

If we add the constraint (X4rX2) to the BOCSP,
this clearly leads to an inconsistency. RShrig (1997)
has shown that using the CYCORD theory one can de-
tect such an inconsistency, whereas this cannot be de-
tected using classical constraint-based approaches such
as those in (Frank 1992; Herndndez 1991).

The BOCSP is represented graphically in Fig-
ure l(Top)(IV). The CSP is path-consistent; i.e.:
Vi, j, k(Pij C_ (Pik ®2 Paj)).2 However, as mentioned
above, the CSP is inconsistent. Therefore:

Theorem 1 Path-consistency does not detect inconsis-
tency even for BOCSPs of atomic relations.

The algebra of ternary relations is NP-eomplete:

Theorem 2 Solving a TOCSP is NP-eomplete.

Proof." We shall show that a TOCSP of atomic rela-
tions is polynomial. So, we need to prove that there
exists a deterministic polynomial transformation of an
NP-complete problem, e.g. a problem expressed in the
CYCORD theory (Galil 8z Megiddo 1977), to a TOCSP.
Such a problem, i.e., a conjunction of CYCORD rela-
tions, is so transformed by the rule illustrated in Figure
1(Bottom) transforming a CYCORD relation into a re-
lation of the ternary algebra. ̄

A constraint propagation algorithm

A constraint propagation procedure, s4c(P), for TOC-
SPs is given below. The input is a TOCSP P on n vari-
ables, given by its n × n × n-matrix. When the algorithm
completes, P verifies: Vi, j, k, l( Pijk C Pijl ®3 Puk ).

The algorithm makes use of a queue Queue. Initially,
we can assume that all variable triples (Xi, Xj, Xk) such
that 1 _< i < j < k _< n are entered into Queue. The
algorithm removes one variable triple from Queue at
a time. When a triple (Xi, Xj, Xk) is removed from
Queue, the algorithm eventually updates the relations
on the neighbouring triples (triples sharing two vari-
ables with (Xi, Xj, Xk)). If such a relation is success-
fully updated, the corresponding triple is sorted, in

UThis can he easily checked using the composition table
for atomic binary relations.

such a way to have the variable with smallest index
first and the variable with greatest index last, and the
sorted triple is placed in Queue (if it is not already
there) since it may in turn constrain the relations on
neighbouring triples: this is done by add-to-queue().
The process terminates when Queue becomes em ,ty.

X. procedure s4c( P);
2. repeat(
3. get next triple (Xi, Xj, Xk) from Queue;
4. for ~* := 1 to n{
5. Temp := Pijm n (Pijk (~3 P, km);
6. if Temp ~ Pijm
7. (add-to-queue(Xi, X j, Xm);change(i, 3, m, Temp);}
8. Temp := Pikm N (Pikj ~3 Pijm);
9. if Temp ~ Pikm

10. {add-to-queue(X;, Xk, Xm);ehange(i, k, m, Ternp) ;}
11. Temp := Pjkm 0 (Pjki ~a *°jim);
12. if Ternp ~ P]km
13. {add-to-queue(X j, Xk, Xm);change(j, k, to,, Ternp); 
14. }
15. }
16. until Queue is empty;
1. procedure change(;,j, k, T);
2. P~jk := ~o; Pjki := T~i Pkij := P3~i;
3. Pikj := T~; Pkji := P~i; Pji~ := P~i;

Theorem 3 The constraint propagation algorithm
runs into completion in O(n4) time.
Proof (sketch). The number of variable triples
(Xi, Xj, Xk) is O(n3). A triple may be placed in Queue
at most a constant number of times (24, which is the
total number of atomic relations). Every time a triple
is removed from Queue for propagation, the algorithm
performs O(n) operations. ¯

Complexity classes
Theorem 4 The propa-
gation procedure s4c(P) achieves strong 4-consistency
for the input TOCSP P.

Proof. A TOCSP is strongly 3-consistent (Remark
2). The algorithm clearly ensures 4-consistency, hence
it ensures strong 4-consistency. ̄

We refer to the subclass of all 28 entries of the
four composition tables of the algebra of ternary re-
lations as CT. We show that the closure under
strong 4-consistency, CTc, of CT is tractable. We
then show that the subclass PAR = {{oeo, ooe},
{eee, oeo, ooe}, {eee, coo, ooe}, {eel, coo, oeo, ooe}},
which expresses only information on parallel orienta-
tions, is NP-complete.
Definition 9 Let S denote a subclass of the algebra
of ternary relations. The closure of S under strong 4-
consistency, or s4c-closure of S, is the smallest subclass
S~ of the algebra such that: (1) S C_ S~; (2) VT1,T2 
S~(TV, TF, 711 n T2 e S~); and (3) VT],T2,T3 
SC(proj3( T1) = proj1( T¢) A projl( T1) =- projl( 
proj3(T¢) = proj3(T3) ~ T3 A (771 ®s T¢) 
Theorem 5 Let P be a TOCSP expressed in TCH. If
P is strongly 4-consistent then it is globally consistent.
The proof wilt use the specialisation to n = 2 of Helly’s
convexity theorem (Chv£tal 1983):
Theorem 6 (Helly’s Theorem) Let S be a set of
convex regions of the n-dimensional space IRn. If ev-
ery n + 1 elements in S have a non empty intersection
then the intersection of all elements of S is non empty.



Proof of Theorem 5. Since P lies in the TCH sub-
class and is strongly 4-consistent, (1) it is equivalent 
its projection, say ppr, which is a BOCSP expressed in
BCH; and (2) ppr is strongly 4-consistent.

Xi 1 =Zl ¯ pr Xl

(I) (i1)
Figure 2: Illustration (I) of the proof; and (II) of 

closure of TCH under strong 4-consistency.

So the problem becomes that of showing that
PPr is globally consistent. For this purpose, we
suppose that the instantiation (Xil,Xi~ .... ,Xik) 
(zl,z2,...,zk),k _> 4, is a solution to a k-
variable sub-CSP, say S, of ppr whose variables
are Xil,Xi2,...,Xik. We need to prove that the
partial solution can be extended to any (k + 1)st
variable, say Xik+l, of ppr.3 This is equivalent
to showing that the following sectors have a non
empty intersection (see Figure 2(I) for illustration):
seet(zl pr sect(z2,pp~,+l),...,’ Pili~+, )’ sect(ak, PP[i~+I)"

Since the p.pr. ,j = 1 k, belong to BCH, each
~jik+l " ’ ’

of these sectors is (1) a convex subset of the plane, 
(2) almost equal to the surhce of circle Coj (its topo-
logical closure is equal to that surface). We split these
sectors into those verifying condition (1) and those ver-
ifying condition (2). We assume, without loss of gen-
erality, that the first m verify condition (1), and the
last k- m verify condition (2). We write the in-
tersection of the sectors as I = I1 N /2, with I1 =

171
sect(~ P~k.1), I2 N ~+~ ~eet(~ P. P~.’ ~p .~= ’ SjSk.[_l]"

Due to strong 4-consistency, every three of these sec-
tors have a non empty intersection. If any of the sectors
is a radius (the corresponding relation is either e or o)
then the whole intersection must be equal to that ra-
dius since the sector intersects with every other two.

We now need to show that when no sector reduces to
a radius, the intersection is still non empty:

Case 1: m=k. This means that all sectors are con-
vex. Since every three of them have a non empty inter-
section, Helly’s theorem immediately implies that the
intersection of all sectors is non empty.

Case 2: m=0. This means that no sector is con-
vex; which in turn implies that each sector is such that
its topological closure covers the whole surface of Co,1.
Hence, for all j = 1... k: (1) sect(zj, P~+I) is equal
to the whole surface of Co,1 minus the centre (Pisi,+~
is equal to BIN), or (2) seet(zj, PP~ 1) is equal to the

J +

~Since the TOUSP P is projectable, any solution to any
sub-CSP of the projection PP~ is solution to the correspond-
ing sub-CSP of P. This would not be necessarily the case if
P were not projectable.

whole surface of Co,1 minus one or two radii (P~ .i,+~ is¯ 3 .
equal to {e, l, r}, {l, o, r} or {l, r}). So the mtersectmn
of all sectors is equal to the whole surface of Co,1 minus
a finite number (at most 2k) of radii. Since the surface
is of dimension 2 and a radius is of dimension 1, the
intersection must be non empty.

Case 3:0 < m < k. This means that some sectors
(at least one) are convex, the others (at least one) 
such that their topological closures cover the whole sur-
face of Co,1. The intersection/1 is non empty due to
Helly’s theorem, since every three sectors appearing in
it have a non empty intersection:

Subcase 3.1:/1 is a single radius~ say r. Since
the sectors appearing in/1 are less than zr, there must
exist two sectors, say sl and s2, appearing in /1 such
that their intersection is r. Since, due to strong 4-
consistency, sl and s2 together with any sector appear-
ing in/2 form a non empty intersection, the whole in-
tersection, i.e. I, must be equal to r.

Subcase 3.2: /1 is a 2-dimensional (convex)
sector. The intersection I2 is the whole surface of Co,1
minus a finite number (at most 2(k-m)) of radii. Since
a finite union of radii is of dimension 0 or 1, and that
the intersection I1 is of dimension 2, the whole inter-
section I must be non empty (of dimension 2).

The intersection of all sectors is non empty in all
cases. The partial solution can hence be extended to
variable X,’k+1 (which can be instantiated with any ori-
entation in the intersection of the k sectors). 

It follows from Theorems 3, 4 and 5 that if the TCH
subclass is closed under strong 4-consistency, it must be
tractable¯ Unfortunately, as illustrated by the following
example, TCH is not so closed¯

Example 2 The BOCSP depicted in Figure 2(II) can
be represented as the projectable TOCSP P whose ma-
trix representation verifies: P123 :lll, P124 = 1 ×
{l,r} X {I,r},P134 = P234 = l × l × {l,r}. Apply-
ing the propagation algorithm to P leaves unchanged
P123,/)134, P234, but transforms P124 into the relation
{lll, llr, lrr}, which is not projectable: this is done by
the operation P124 :-- t)124 CI (P123 @3 P134).

0 /×r×r
exexe oxexo
ex/x/ oXIXr
cXOXO oXoXe
~xrxr oxrxl
Ixexl rXeXr

lxlxl rXIXc
lxlxo rxlxl
lxtxr rX/Xr
/XoXr rXoX/
IXrXe rXrX!
IXrXl rXrXo

rxrxr

l × {e,t,r} x l
l x {l,o,r} × r
r x {e,/,r} x r
r X {l,o,r} X l
{e,l,r} xr xe
{l,o,r} x l x r
{e,l,r} xl x t
{l,r} xlxr
{|,r} xrxr
{l,o,r} x r x l
{l,r} X r X l

{l,r}×lxl

rXrx{l,o,r}
lxlx{l,o,r}
rX{/,r}Xr

I xr x{e,l,r}
x {l,~} x~

I x {t, r} x t
rXrX{l,r}

rXlx{l,r}
lXrX{l,r}

Enumerating CT~ leads to 49 relations (see table
above) all of which lie in TCH. Therefore:

Corollary 1 CTc is tractable.

Proof. Immediate from Theorems 3, 4 and 5. ¯

Example 3 Transforming the BOCSP of the ’Indian
tent’ into a TOCSP, say P~, leads to P~23 = rrr, P{~.4 =
rrl, P~34 = rll, P~34 = rlr. Pt lies in CTc, hence the



propagation algorithm must detect its inconsistency. In-
deed, the operation P~24 := P[24 N (P~23 ®3 P1’34) leads
to the empty relation, since rrr ®3 rll = rll.

Theorem 7 The subclass PAR is NP-complete.

Proof. The subclass PAR belongs to NP, since solv-
ing a TOCSP of atomic relations is polynomiM. We
need to prove that there exists a (deterministic) poly-
nomial transformation of an NP-complete problem (we
consider 3-SAT: a SAT problem of which every clause
contains exactly three literals) into a TOCSP expressed
in PAR in such a way that the former is satisfiable if
and only if the latter is consistent.

Suppose that S is a 3-SAT problem, and denote by:
(1) Lit(S) = {gl,..., g,,} the set of literals appearing in
S; (2) Cl(S) the set of clauses of S; (3) BinCl(S) the
set of binary clauses which are subclauses of clauses
in Cl(S). The TOCSP, Ps, we associate with S is
as follows. Its set of variables is Y = {X(c)[c 
Lit(S) U BinCl(S)} U {X0}. X0 is a truth determining
variable: all orientations which are equal to X0 cor-
respond to elements of Lit(S) U BinCl(S) which are
true, the others (those which are opposite to X0) to el-
ements of Lit(S) U BinCl(S) which are false. The con-
straints of Ps are constructed as follows: (a) for all pair
(X(p),X(p)) of variables such that {p,p} C_ Lit(S), 
and p should have complementary truth values; hence
X(p) and X(p)) should be opposite to each other 
Ps: {oeo, ooe}(X(p),X(p),Xo); (b) for all variables
X(cl), X(c2) such that cl V c2 is a clause of S, cl and
c2 cannot be simultaneously false; translated into Ps,
X(cl) and X(c2) should not be both opposite to X0:
{eee, oeo, ooe}(X(Cl), X(c2),Xo); (c) for all variables
X(gl V t?2),X(gl), if ~1 is true then so is (gl V 
{eee, coo, ooe}(X(gl V g2), X(gl), 3/o); (d) for all 
triple (X, Y, Z) ¯ 3 of v ariables, add to Ps t he con-
straint {eee, eoo, oeo, ooe } ( X, Y, Z).

The transformation is deterministic and polynomial.
If M is a model of S, it is mapped to a solution of Ps
as follows. X0 is assigned any value of [0, 270. For all

¯ Lit(S), X(g) is assigned the same value as X0 if
M assigns the value true to literal g, the value opposite
to that of X0 otherwise. For all (gl V g2) BinCl(S),
X(gl V g2) is assigned the same value as X0 if either
X(gl) or X(~2) is assigned the same value as X0, 
opposite value otherwise. On the other hand, any solu-
tion to Ps can be mapped to a model of S by assigning
to every literal g the value true if and only if the variable
X(0 is assigned the same value as X0. 

A solution search algorithm

Since the constraint propagation procedure s4c is com-
plete for the subclass of atomic ternary relations (Corol-
lary 1), it is immediate that a general TOCSP can be
solved using a solution search algorithm such as the one
below, which is similar to the one provided by Ladkin
and Reinefeld (1992) for temporal interval networks, ex-
cept that (1) it instantiates triples of variables at each
node of the search tree, instead of pairs of variables, and

(2) it makes use of the procedure s4c, which achieves
strong 4-consistency, in the preprocessing step and as
the filtering method during the search, instead of a path
consistency procedure. The other details are similar to
those of Ladkin and Reinefeld’s algorithm.

Input: the matrix representation of a TOCSP P;
Output: true if and only if P is consistent;
function consistent(P);

1. s4c(P);
2. if(P contains the empty relation)return false;
3. else
4. if(P contains triples l~belled with non atomic relations){
5. choose such a triple, say (Xi, Xj, Xk);6. T := Pijk;
7. for each atomic relation t in T{
8. instant;ate triple (Xi, Xj, Xk) with t (Pijk := t);
9. if(consistent (P)) return true;

10. }
11. Pijk := T;
12. return false;
la. }
14. else return true;

Related work
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Figure 3: (I-II) The panorama of a location; and (III)
Frank’s system of cardinal directions.

Representing a panorama. Figure 3(I-II) illustrates
the panorama of an object S with respect to five ref-
erence objects (landmarks) A, B, C, D, E in Schlieder’s
system (1993) (page 527). The panorama is described
by the total cyclic order of the five directed straight lines
(SA), (SB), (SC), (SD), (SE), and the lines which 
opposite to them, namely (So), (Sb), (Sc), (Se):
(SA)-(Sc)-(Sd)-(SB)-(Se)-(Sa)-(SC)-(SD)-
(Sb)-(SE). By using the algebra of binary relations,
only the five straight lines joining S to the landmarks
are needed to describe the panorama: {(SB)r(SA),
(SC)r(SB), (SD)r(SB), (SD)r(SC), (SE)I(SB), 
(SA)}; using the algebra of ternary relations,
the description can be given as a 2-relation set:
{rll((SA), (SB), (SE)), rrr((SB), (SD))}

Because the algebra of binary relations contains the
relations e(qual) and o(pposite), its use rules out an 
plicit assumption which seems to be made in Schlieder’s
system, which is that the object to be located (i.e.,
S) is supposed not to be on any of the straight lines
joining pairs of the reference objects. Finally, note
that Schlieder does not describe how to reason about a
panorama description.
Sector models for reasoning about orientations.
These models use a partition of the plane into sectors
determined by straight lines passing through the refer-
ence object, say S. The sectors are generally equal, and
the granularity of a sector model is determined by the
number of sectors, therefore by the number of straight
lines (n straight lines determine 2n sectors). Deter-
mining the relation of another object relative to the
reference object becomes then the matter of giving the



sector to which the object belongs.
Suppose that we consider a model with 2n sectors, de-

termined by n (directed) straight lines el,...,t?. which
we shall refer to as reference lines. We can assume
without loss of generality that (the orientations of)
the reference lines verify: £j is to right of £i (i.e.,
(£jr~i)), for all j e {2,... ,n}, for all i E {1,...,j - 1}.
We refer to the sector determined by ei and £i+1,
i = 1...n- 1, as si, to the sector determined by /?,~
and the directed line opposite to el as s,~. For each
sector si,i = 1...n, the opposite sector will be re-
ferred to as Sn+i. Figure 3(III) illustrates these no-
tions for Frank’s (1992) system of cardinal directions,
for which n = 4: £1,...,£4 are as indicated in the
figure; sl,..., s2×4 are North,North-East,East,South-
East,South,South-West,West and North-West, respec-
tively. Hern£ndez’s (1991) sector models can also ben-
efit from this representation.

Suppose that a description is provided, consisting
of qualitative positions of objects relative to the ref-
erence object S. S maybe a robot for which the cur-
rent panorama has to be given; the description may
consist of sentences such as "landmark 1 is north-
east, and landmark 2 south of the robot". Such a
description can be translated into a BOCSP P in
the following natural way. P includes all the rela-
tions described above on pairs of the reference lines.
For each sentence such as the one above, the rela-
tions (X(rob,1) r g2), (X(,-ob,1) ~3), (X(rob,2) l ~1and

(X(rob,2) r e2) are added to P. X(~ob,1), for instance,
stands for the orientation of the directed straight line
joining the reference object ’robot’ to landmark 1.

Summary and future work

We have provided a refinement of the theory of cyclic
ordering of 2D orientations, known as CYCORD the-
ory (Megiddo 1976; RShrig 1994; 1997). The refinement
has led to an algebra of ternary relations, for which
we have given a constraint propagation algorithm and
shown several complexity results.

A discussion of some related work in the literature
has highlighted the following: (1) Existing systems
for reasoning about 2D orientations are covered by
the presented approach (CYCORDs (Megiddo 1976;
RShrig 1994; 1997) and sector models (Frank 1992;
Hern£ndez 1991)); (2) The presented approach seems
more adequate than the one in (Schlieder 1993) for the
representation of a panorama.

There has been much work on Allen’s interval alge-
bra (1983), e.g. Nebel and Biirckert’s (1995) maximal
tractable subclass. Most of this work could be adapted
for the two algebras of 2D orientations we have defined.

Finally, a calculus of 3D orientations, similar to what
we have presented for 2D orientations, might be devel-
oped.
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